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The question is often discussed as to which
or conversion. Precedes in order of time, re-generation

i. REGENERATION ALWAYS FIRST. The relation of recentversion must be one of invariable antecedence. Wherevc? the3110"truth is at the time present, its relation is almost that of producing
the prepared heart at once receives the truth. Hence, as this is so genemllvthe case, they have been usually regarded as contemporaneous, and bvlm!even as identical. But that regeneration is the invariable antecedent isseen : (0 From the fact that the heart is the soil in which the seed, the wordof God, 15 sown, and that seed only brings forth fruit in the good soil. The

heart is made good soil by regeneration. (2) Regeneration (as in infants)
may exist without faith and repentance, but the latter cannot exist without
the former. Therefore, regeneration precedes. (3) Logically the enabling
act of God must, in a creature, precede the act of the creature thus enabled.
But this logical antecedence involves actual antecedence, or the best
tions of our mind deceive us and are not reliable ; for this logical antece¬
dence exists only because the mind observes plainly a perceived dependence
of the existence of the one on the other. And if so, one must be actually
prior to the other.

2. MAY BE AN APPRF.CIABLE INTERVAL. There is not only antecedence,
but in some cases even an appreciable interval. (1) This is true even of
conversion regarded as a mere turning to God. Between it and regeneration
must intervene, in some cases, some period of time, until the knowledge of
God's existence and nature is given, before the heart turns, _
toward that God. a. This must be true of all infants and
otherwise incapable of responsibility, as for example idiots, b. There is noreason why it should not be true of some heathen. The missionaries of thehave been sought by men who knew nothing of Christianity, but whosehearts, unsatisfied with the religion of their fathers, were restlessly seekingthat forwhich their soul was crying out. (2) It is still more manifestly true offull Christian conversion, a. The Scriptures teach this in many examples ofpersons pious, holy, and fearing God, yet unacquainted with the full truthwhich secures union with Christ. Ethiopian Eunuch : Acts 8 : 26-40.Paul : Acts 9, 22, and 26 ; Gal. 1 and 2. Cornelius the Centurion :Acts 10: 2. Lydia: Acts 16 : 14. b. The experience of ministers in allage* with persons seeking and attaining salvation confirms this idea. Theattainment of conversion may be marked by stages. The sinner is at firsttotally indifferent The word produces on him no effect. Then (a) Thereis an evident willingness to give serious attention to the truth of God Godhas opened the heart as he did that of Lydia, (b) There is conviction of sinsense of its vileness, and of its dangerous effects, (c) The soul, oppressed
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ITie reviser feels little doubt that the author is mistaken in the position that
lie takes here as to the chronological relation of regeneration and conversion to each
other. Regeneration must, indeed, be a logical antecedent to conversion. But it
can hardly be a chronological antecedent. Least of all does it seem possible for an I


